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Fujimorismo and the Limits of Democratic
Representation in Peru, 2006–2020
Alberto Vergara and María Claudia Augusto

introduction
Early in this century, academics observed that Peru’s crisis of representation was no passing phenomenon (Conaghan 2000) but rather a peculiar
“democracy without parties” (Levitsky and Cameron 2003). Almost two
decades later, this characterization endures. Levitsky et al.’s (2016) study
ﬁnds just eleven cases of successful party-building in Latin America, none
of them Peruvian. In their place are precarious, opportunistic, and ephemeral arrangements aimed solely at winning elections: what Zavaleta
(2014) calls “coalitions of independents.” However, Fujimorismo may
constitute a rare case of party formation, making Peru a possible oneparty democracy. Carlos Meléndez has termed this “a case of rightwing
party-building success” (Meléndez 2014, 173). Levitsky and Zavaleta
(2016), and Loxton (2016) propose that Fujimorismo could consolidate
itself as a party given the assets it inherited from Alberto Fujimori’s
authoritarian regime of the 1990s.
The electoral performance of Fuerza Popular (Popular Strength, FP) –
the vehicle of Fujimorismo – over the past decade gives reason to consider
it an emerging party. The FP reached the second round of the 2011 and
2016 presidential elections – though it lost them both – and in the latter
case secured an absolute majority (56 percent) in Congress. In this chapter, we analyze the FP’s strength using the categories employed by Luna
et al. in the introduction to this volume. Our aim is not to present a history
of Fujimorismo but an analysis of an upward trajectory subject to clear
limits from 2016 onwards. We explore the FP’s capacity to coordinate
politicians horizontally and to vertically integrate social interests, during
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both election and nonelection periods. Our study centers on the intraparty, legislative and subnational spheres, observing the party’s capacity
to coordinate horizontally and aggregate vertically in each sphere. We
ﬁnd Fujimorismo to be a loose electoral coalition that, in vertical terms,
lacks the stable social links required to aggregate interests; and, in
horizontal terms, can only coordinate politicians to a limited degree.
Finally, we explore the relationship between political parties and democracy. Are all parties assets for democratization? Luna et al. seem to
propose that if a political vehicle aggregates interests vertically and
coordinates politicians horizontally, it will have achieved the representation expected of a party in a democracy. What Fujimorismo shows,
however, is that such a vehicle can achieve both functions while eroding
democracy. That is, Fujimorismo may yet succeed in aggregating vertically and coordinating horizontally, but its recent performance in power
demonstrates that these capacities can be exploited to weaken democracy and the rule of law.
This chapter is organized as follows. In the next section we provide
a brief historical background of Fujimorismo. In the following section, we
consider the FP’s capacity for horizontal coordination. Then, we examine
its ability to forge links with society. Finally, we ask how democratic the
FP’s representation really is.

brief historical background
In 1990, Peru was in critical condition. The economic mismanagement of
prior administrations produced one of the highest rates of inﬂation in global
history, GDP was steadily deteriorating, and poverty was rampant.
Politically, the country was engulfed in a bloody conﬂict against
a fundamentalist armed group, the Maoist Shining Path. In that desperate
context, an unknown outsider candidate named Alberto Fujimori defeated
the world-renowned writer Mario Vargas Llosa, who was the candidate of
a broad right-wing coalition. President Fujimori lacked a political structure
around him and soon found support from the army. This became an open
alliance on April 5, 1992, when the army perpetrated an auto-coup that
dismantled the Peruvian democracy. Although authoritarian, the administration succeeded in defeating the Shining Path and reconstructing the
economy. Peruvians were exultant about a leader whose ambiguous legacy
included these military and economic achievements but also rampant corruption and violation of human rights. In 2000, amid a huge scandal that
involved the crooked advisor Vladimiro Montesinos and which exposed the
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regime’s corruption, Fujimori ﬂed to Japan and resigned the presidency
from abroad. Years later, in 2009, he was convicted of several crimes by the
Peruvian Supreme Court and was sentenced to twenty-ﬁve-years in jail.1

horizontal coordination: from mystique
to fratricidal confrontation
According to studies that view Fujimorismo as a party en route to consolidation, one of Fujimorismo’s primary assets is a communal mystique
among party cadres and activists (Meléndez 2014; Navarro 2011;
Urrutia 2011). The collapse of the Fujimori regime in 2000, and the
hundreds of judicial proceedings brought against its ofﬁcials, fostered
solidarity borne of perceived political persecution and an inherent cohesion that no other Peruvian party possessed. If any experience came close,
it would be the supposedly analogous mistreatment of the Alianza Popular
Revolucionaria Americana (American Revolutionary Popular Alliance,
APRA) in the early twentieth century. This cohesiveness served as a tool
for horizontal coordination. The FP has succeeded in uniting its loyal core
of activists and cadres, for whom abandoning the party would be difﬁcult.
Indeed, some academics argue that politicians outside the shared experience of persecution do not readily ascend to positions of control.
However, over the last decade, Fujimorismo can just as easily be described
in terms of divisive rancor as of cohesive mystique.
Days before the 2016 presidential runoff, Keiko Fujimori seemed
assured of victory against Pedro Pablo Kuczynski. Anticipating victory,
Fujimori attempted to quell fears about any revival of her father’s authoritarianism, and about another Fujimori prolonging their spell in power, by
declaring that no one from the dynasty would run for president in 2021.
But her brother Kenji Fujimori – who ended up as the most-voted-for
member of Congress – resented this announcement and its unstated implications. He insisted that if Keiko failed to win, he would have every right
to be the Fujimorista candidate in 2021.2 No one was left in any doubt
that a sibling struggle for control of the FP had commenced. To make
matters worse, Kenji did not vote in an election in which Keiko ultimately

1

For a review of Alberto Fujimori’s administration, see Conaghan (2005), Murakami
(2007), and Godoy (2021).
2
“Si Keiko no gana, yo postularé el 2021” (Radio Programas del Perú, April 25, 2016).
https://rpp.pe/politica/elecciones/kenji-fujimori-si-keiko-no-gana-yo-postulare-el-2021noticia-956683 (last accessed June 5, 2020).
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lost. This fraternal rivalry compounded other rifts that had been simmering within the party since the 2000s, provoking an outright schism.
Classical Fujimorismo had always dismissed the idea of party formation. Alberto Fujimori – who, as the head of an authoritarian regime that
controlled the media, enjoyed the backing of the armed forces during
elections, and set up an infrastructure of clientelistic programs – had
neither the interest nor the need to build a party (Roberts 2006). But in
Peruvian democracy of the 2000s, Fujimorismo no longer had such
advantages. If 1990s Fujimorismo was a collection of disparate cadres
aligned to the president, the following decade it sought to transition to
a more organic structure. This party-building drive was spearheaded by
Keiko Fujimori. Of necessity, it marked a departure from Alberto
Fujimori’s noninstitutionalized personality cult, whereby everything was
settled through proximity to or decisions by the founder and leader.
In 2013, Keiko Fujimori said that her father “does not believe in
parties. Like a good caudillo, he does not like to cede power. And to
build a political party one must cede power.”3 That is, Keiko always knew
that party-building went against the interests of her father, who was
serving a sentence for human rights violations and corruption while she
was engaged in this endeavor. Moreover, for many analysts and actors,
Keiko Fujimori did not want her father to leave prison lest he dispute her
leadership. For Kenji Fujimori, his sister’s two closest collaborators were
complicit: “Figari and Ana Hertz de Vega have connived for years, systematically, against the freedom of Alberto Fujimori.”4 In sum, Keiko
Fujimori’s FP project was antithetical to Alberto Fujimori, and, quite
plausibly, its viability depended on keeping him – the old caudillo reluctant to cede power – in jail. This went against the interests of Kenji
Fujimori, who has claimed more than once to be in politics to secure his
father’s release.5
The growing autonomy of Keiko Fujimori bred disaffection among the
cadres who had surrounded Alberto Fujimori in the 1990s, most notably
Kenji Fujimori. Increasingly, the public came to divide the Fujimoristas
into two camps, “Albertistas” and “Keikistas,” especially following the
2011 runoff when Keiko disassociated herself from her father’s legacy in
3

Quoted in Levitsky and Zavaleta (2016), 433.
Kenji Fujimori, Twitter Post, December 27, 2017, 5:22 pm. https://twitter.com/KenjiFuji
moriH/status/946114017080365056. All direct quotes that appear in the chapter were
translated from Spanish by the authors.
5
Kenji Fujimori, Twitter Post, July 11, 2017, 12:10 pm. https://twitter.com/KenjiFujimori
H/status/884822320845553664.
4
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a bid to expand her electoral appeal. And though in 2012 she defended her
father’s 1992 self-coup, in 2016 she promised “never again an
April 5th.”6 Her other commitments included the defense of democratic
order, freedom of press, non-reelection, separation of powers, and the
continuation of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. All of these
pledges were at odds with classical Fujimorismo.7 Keiko Furimori’s gradual estrangement, and the emergence of the two factions, can be detected
in several party spheres. Most important is the shifting composition of the
Fujimorista leadership, cadres, and candidacies during the 2000s.
Regarding the leadership, Table 12.1 shows the Fujimorista presidential tickets for the last three Peruvian elections. The transformation has
been notable. In 2006, all three candidates were veterans of 1990s
Fujimorismo. In 2011, the ﬁrst vice-presidential candidate, Jaime
Yoshiyama, had been one of Alberto Fujimori’s enforcers, but the other,
Rafael Rey, was an invitee. In 2016, no one from classical Fujimorismo
remained. This was the product of a decisive removal of those closest to
Alberto Fujimori, a pattern also evident in other spheres of the
organization.
Table 12.2 presents the composition of the FP’s Comité Ejecutivo
Nacional (National Executive Committee, CEN), showing that the party’s
upper echelons went from being predominantly Albertista to not at all.
The congressional party was also purged: Alberto Fujimori pleaded from
his cell that four of his closest former collaborators (Alejandro Aguinaga,
Martha Chávez, Luisa María Cuculiza, and Luz Salgado) be allowed to
run, but the FP only included Salgado. José Chlimper, ex-secretary general
of the party, noted that “the turning point . . . is when Alberto says from
prison ‘these four are going to be Congress members’ and Keiko says ‘no,
only Luz (Salgado).”8
The gradual reshaping of the Fujimorista leadership gained impetus in the
congressional elections of 2016, when the FP selected as its main spokespersons politicians who had only recently joined the party. One Albertista
actor affected directly by the Keikista ascendancy noted: “For us it is hurtful
that people who recently insulted Fujimorismo, or a guy with an Aprista
background, are coming into the party. Do you think APRA would stand for

6

Date of Alberto Fujimori’s self-coup in 1992.
“Los compromisos ﬁrmados por la candidata” (El Comercio, May 6, 2016). https://elco
mercio.pe/politica/elecciones/keiko-fujimori-compromisos-ﬁrmados-candidata-395674-n
oticia/ (last accessed June 5, 2020).
8
Interview with José Chlimper, January 2018.
7
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Second Vice
President

First Vice President

President

Martha Chávez
Cossio
Santiago
Fujimori
Rolando Sousa
Huanambal

Name

Albertista

Albertista

Albertista

Faction

2006

Jaime Yoshiyama
Tanaka

Keiko Fujimori
Higuchi
Rafael Rey

Name

2011

Keikista

Invitee

Keikista

Faction

table 12.1 Composition of presidential tickets

Keiko Fujimori
Higuchi
José Chlimper
Ackerman
Vladimiro
Huaroc
Portocarrero

Name

Invitee

Keikista

Keikista

Faction

2016
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t a b l e 1 2 . 2 Composition of the FP’s CEN9

Albertistas
Keikistas
No data
Total members

2010–2014

2014–2018

2018–2022

9
(64.3%)
3
(21.4%)
1
(14.3%)
14

2
(11.8%)
10
(58.8%)
5
(29.4%)
17

–
15
(88.2%)
2
(11.8%)
17

Sources: Jurado Nacional de Elecciones, actors’ resumes, and media statements. The increase
in CEN membership was due to the creation of three new secretarial positions in 2014.

Haya de la Torre being insulted? That is where they went wrong.”10 Thus,
the construction of a more organic structure precipitated a replacement of
the Fujimorista old guard with Keiko Fujimori and her inner circle. This
renewal of leaders and cadres – and the weakening of those closest to
Alberto Fujimori – constitutes the most important change within the
party. Legislator Cecilia Chacón stated that “Alberto Fujimori still does
not believe in political parties. The FP is not the party of Alberto Fujimori.
The FP belongs to the activists, to everyone equally. He, if he wants, can join
as well.”11 Another lawmaker, Héctor Becerril, remarked following the
failed impeachment of President Kuczynski in December 2017, that
“Alberto Fujimori breeds corruption.”12 Úrsula Letona, head of the FP’s
2016 party platform, asserted: “I have nothing to do with the 1990s . . . It
does nothing for me, I am here for Keiko and because I am convinced that
I have to give back to the country what it gave me.”13
The displaced sectors accuse this new wave in the FP of “defujimorizing” Fujimorismo, cleaving the movement from the party organization.

9

Based on key dates, leaving aside minor changes between times. We classiﬁed the actors by
reviewing their resumes and their links with Fujimorismo.
10
Interview with Alejandro Aguinaga, February 2018.
11
“Fuerza Popular no es el partido de Alberto Fujimori” (El Comercio, October 9, 2017).
https://elcomercio.pe/politica/cecilia-chacon-fuerza-popular-partido-alberto-fujimori-no
ticia-464032-noticia/ (last accessed June 5, 2020).
12
“Alberto Fujimori alienta la corrupción” (Radio Programas del Perú, December 22,
2017). https://rpp.pe/politica/congreso/hector-becerril-alberto-fujimori-alienta-la-corrup
cion-noticia-10958210 (last accessed June 5, 2020).
13
Interview with Úrsula Letona, January 2018.
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For one ex-Congress member, the true Fujimoristas (those from the
1990s) “have been banished, excluded because they want to do away
with Fujimorismo, but no one can do away with Fujimorismo.”14 In
turn, for one grassroots activist, “Fuerza Popular does not represent
Fujimorismo. They themselves have broken their party, they have taken
it over, because it has cost them nothing. They want to keep Fuerza
Popular? They can have it.”15 Thus, the party’s main feature is hardly
a mystique that binds it together. But all parties have their factions and
their disagreements, and the FP was still able to maintain a capacity for
horizontal coordination that prevented its politicians from defecting.
However, this retentive ability waned from 2016 to 2019.
In December 2017, President Kuczynski survived a ﬁrst FP-sponsored
attempt to oust him thanks to the support of ten Fujimoristas, led by Kenji
Fujimori, in deﬁance of the party. Days later, Alberto Fujimori received
a so-called humanitarian pardon. This triggered a public confrontation in
which Keiko Fujimori’s spokespersons branded Kenji a traitor, presaging
his expulsion from the party. As a result, Kenji Fujimori’s renegade faction
promised a new kind of Fujimorismo along with a new party.16 However,
the illusion was not to last. In March 2018, before a second impeachment,
the FP disclosed that Kenji and his group had colluded with Kuczynski’s
government to bribe opposition legislators into voting in the president’s
favor. The revelations forced Kuczynski’s resignation, while three of the
rogue Fujimoristas, Kenji Fujimori among them, were suspended pending
criminal proceedings. Thus, Fujimorismo’s fratricidal struggle, with its
far-reaching implications, is a far cry from normal party divides. If
internal conﬂict split Fujimorismo into two blocs led by either sibling,
what repercussions did this have in the legislative arena?
First, it is important to consider the FP’s candidate selection process. Is
this a party of cadres, or of special interests marshalled for elections? The
structure has shifted gradually toward heterogeneous candidacies composed of newcomers, invitees, and ﬁgures with links to other political
camps. This is a common approach among parties in Peru, which are
essentially shells pursuing political free agents on the national electoral
market (Levitsky and Zavaleta 2016). Prospective candidates are gauged
14

Interview with Bienvenido Ramírez, February 2018.
Interview with Patty Vásquez, March 2018.
16
“Kenji Fujimori anunció que formará ‘Cambio 21,” su nuevo partido político” (Radio
Programas del Perú, March 20, 2018). https://rpp.pe/politica/congreso/kenji-fujimorianuncio-la-creacion-de-cambio-21-su-nuevo-partido-politico-noticia-1111513 (last accessed
June 5, 2020).
15
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less by programmatic proximity and more by the capital on offer, allowing
parties to widen their recruitment drives and do without grassroots development. According to Chlimper, “one needs power to be a party; we have made
agreements with regional leaders who are not, well, Fujimoristas.”17
This approach is evident at all governmental levels. Seventy-three FP
members (out of a possible 130) were elected to Congress in 2016, but
they did not conform to strict partisan criteria. Zavaleta and Vilca
(2017) calculate that over 80 percent of candidates across all parties
were political novices, or had previously represented other parties. The
FP candidate list was drafted by the CEN, representing a centralization
of decision-making. In discourse, the FP claimed it had conducted
a rigorous selection process,18 but in practice, screening was somewhat
ﬂexible. Thus, while some candidates received more than one
interview,19 others were accepted following minimal vetting and no
interviews; instead, they negotiated their candidacies behind closed
doors, and many were selected at the last minute, on the promise of an
elevated list position. For instance, FP legislator Bienvenido Ramírez
was “invited . . . just one or two days before the close of
registration.”20 Thus, the majority of those elected to Congress do not
share a common party experience.
This approach has been duplicated subnationally. In regional elections,
the FP has opted for invitees, who have the freedom to call up candidates
at the province or district level and to establish their own platform. This
usually creates discord with local party bases, who are resentful of the
difﬁculty they face accessing elected posts despite long-standing activism.
In these circumstances, many exited the party for rival candidates. Our
study concurs with Rejas (2015) in ﬁnding that provincial Fujimorista
committees have little to no inﬂuence on candidate selection at the subnational level. Acting in their place are CEN-appointed coordinators, who
orchestrate the electoral apparatus in top-down fashion. Coordinators are
handpicked and survival in the post depends on the party leadership, as
a coordinator from Lima East observed.21

17

Interview with José Chlimper, January 2018.
“Cuando Keiko aseguró que fueron “estrictos” para evaluar a sus congresistas” (La
República, April 22, 2018). https://larepublica.pe/politica/1231690-cuando-keiko-aseguroque-fueron-estrictos-para-evaluar-a-sus-congresistas-video/ (last accessed June 4, 2020).
19
Interview with Milagros Salazar, May 2018.
20
Interview with Bienvenido Ramírez, February 2018.
21
Interview with Obed Bernuy, February 2019.
18
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The lack of institutionalized procedures for selecting candidates,
and the prioritization of those who can ﬁnance their own campaigns,
has seen the FP dominated by cadres without a Fujimorista pedigree.
Many have assumed important positions within the FP parliamentary
grouping: roles such as committee chairs, spokespersons, and even the
presidency of Congress have all been entrusted to individuals who just
a few years ago were active elsewhere or completely unknown. The
party has struggled to keep hold of its new politicians. The FP,
acknowledging its failure to secure the presidency, and the shortterm expediency motivating many of its legislators, promoted
a law – later declared unconstitutional by the Constitutional
Court – prohibiting the formation of new parliamentary groupings
(bancadas).22 But, in 2017, two lawmakers left the Fujimorista ranks
nonetheless. The FP ended up losing twenty-three of its initial seventy-three legislators,23 splitting the grouping between the rump FP
and Kenji Fujimori’s Cambio 21. Thus, if it was easy to represent the
FP in the ﬁrst place, the costs of leaving were low. The leadership
admitted that commanding a majority24 and coordinating a fractious
group had been a burden. With the party ﬂagging, there were few
incentives to stay. Daniel Salaverry, the 2018–19 president of
Congress, had been backed by Keiko Fujimori herself. In ofﬁce, he
quickly distanced himself from Fujimorismo. In adherence to the
Constitutional Court’s ruling, Salaverry accepted and encouraged
the formation of new parliamentary groupings. This provoked
a motion of censure by Fujimorismo – against someone they themselves had installed weeks earlier. Following this incident, Salaverry
and other FP representatives resigned, citing irreconcilable
differences.25 In retaliation, the Fujimorismo-dominated Ethics
Commission suspended Salaverry from Congress. The FP’s comings
and goings reached an extreme when legislator Yeni Vilcatoma
resigned from the party two months after her election, only to return
“Curules con candado: alistan ley para evitar cambios de bancada” (El Comercio,
September 19, 2016). https://elcomercio.pe/politica/congreso/curules-candado-alistanley-evitar-cambios-bancada-260434-noticia/ (last accessed June 5, 2020).
23
This total also includes the party’s three dissident Congress members, Kenji Fujimori
among them, who have been suspended and replaced by alternate members. It does not
include Yeni Vilcatoma, who resigned from the group.
24
Interview with José Chlimper, January 2018.
25
“Daniel Salaverry presentó su carta de renuncia a Fuerza Popular” (Radio Programas del
Peru, January 9, 2019). https://rpp.pe/politica/congreso/daniel-salaverry-presento-sucarta-de-renuncia-a-fuerza-popular-noticia-1174348 (last accessed June 5, 2020).
22
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in exchange for membership in the 2017 Mesa directiva del congreso
(Bureau of Congress).26
In 2019, the executive-legislature standoff was settled constitutionally.
The Fujimorista majority, in conjunction with APRA, tried to appoint
new Constitutional Court members arbitrarily, against public opinion,
and with undue haste. In response, the executive lodged a motion of
conﬁdence aimed at forestalling the appointments. But when Congress
rejected the motion, the executive dissolved parliament in accordance
with established procedures and the Constitution. Although the FP initially disavowed this ruling, accusing the government of a “coup,”
Fujimorismo soon conﬁrmed its participation in the 2020 election.
As of this writing, the FP was ﬁnalizing its candidate selection for the
2020 election. Martha Chávez, one of the most familiar faces from classical Fujimorismo who was excluded in 2016, returned to top the list.
Another six ofﬁcials sought reelection, while several of the new generation
were cast aside. Carlos Tubino, ex-secretary general of the parliamentary
group, resigned when the party blocked his candidacy,27 and Rosa Bartra,
chief spokesperson and two-time Constitution Committee president, ran
for Solidaridad Nacional (National Solidarity) instead.28 Finally, Daniel
Salaverry declared his intention to run for the Peruvian presidency in 2021
under the banner of a new party.29
Fujimorismo’s capacity for horizontal articulation on the subnational
front is also weak. In 2014, the FP won three regional governorships (out
of twenty-ﬁve), which some interpreted as a sign of strength. One might
have expected to ﬁnd horizontal cohesion in the regions where
Fujimorismo achieved success, but it proved short-lived. Just like in
Congress, the selection strategy entailed the offer of candidacies in
“Yeni Vilcatoma: su antes y después con Fuerza Popular” (El Comercio, July 26, 2018).
https://elcomercio.pe/politica/yeni-vilcatoma-despues-fuerza-popular-noticia-540111-no
ticia/ (last accessed June 5, 2020).
27
“Había molestias con la actuación de legisladores de FP” (La República, November 10,
2019). https://larepublica.pe/politica/2019/11/10/fuerza-popular-habia-molestia-con-laactuacion-de-congresistas-rosa-bartra-carlos-tubino-solidaridad-nacional/ (last accessed
June 5, 2020).
28
“Rosa Bartra: El poder, sobre todo cuando es absoluto, necesita control” (El Comercio,
November 21, 2019). https://elcomercio.pe/elecciones-2020/elecciones-2020-rosa-bartrael-poder-sobre-todo-cuando-es-absoluto-necesita-control-noticia/ (last accessed June 5,
2020).
29
“Daniel Salaverry: Es una decisión tomada postular a la presidencia de la República” (El
Comercio, September 8, 2019). https://elcomercio.pe/politica/daniel-salaverry-decisiontomada-postular-presidencia-republica-ecpm-noticia-672910-noticia/ (last accessed June 5,
2020).
26
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exchange for political and ﬁnancial capital. During the 2014 subnational
campaign, the FP’s main asset was Keiko Fujimori, then leading the polls for
the 2016 presidential election and keen to boost her own prospects. Her
visits – to raise the proﬁle of little-known candidates and open party ofﬁces –
reaped rewards in the form of the three governorships. For one winning
governor, “Keiko was a rock star, she took me from last to ﬁrst place.”30
Party consolidation was quickly relegated. After the election, the disconnect between the FP and its new ofﬁce-holders was evident. Without
channels of communication between the governors and the CEN, the
former had the freedom to set their own agenda and decide on the makeup
of their teams. In two regions, there were open hostilities between the
governors and local leaders, who wanted their say in government,31 while
in the third, the party kept its distance.32 These local confrontations,
combined with the FP’s behavior nationally, contributed to a failure to
win any regional governorships in 2018.
This assessment of horizontal coordination in the FP portrays a party
exposed to departures in which the retention of politicians is contingent
on the leader’s presidential hopes. Candidates for both congressional and
subnational posts advance in approximate proportion to the presidential
candidate’s prospects of victory. If politicians feel they have to abandon
the FP to survive, they have no qualms about doing so – just like in all
other Peruvian political vehicles. What deﬁned Fujimorismo over the last
decade, then, was not a cohesive mystique but a conﬂict that remained
subdued so long as the polls favored Keiko Fujimori’s chances of winning
a presidential election, as they did in 2011 and 2016. But after both
attempts failed, and with 2021 in sight, the low-intensity conﬂict escalated
into open war between sibling-led factions – prompting nonaligned politicians to abandon the party at no great personal cost.

vertical aggregation: organization and ideas
In a representative democracy, elections are the key moment in political
life and are what legitimize representatives to act. However, unless one
subscribes to the radical notion of the elected ofﬁcial as a trustee with total
freedom to act on behalf of the citizen (Przeworski, Stokes, and Manin
1999), channels of communication between society and politics must
30

Interview with Fernando Cilloniz, September 2018.
Interview with Víctor Noriega, September 2018.
32
Ibid.S
31
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extend beyond election day. Political parties fulﬁll this intermediary role;
they mobilize certain interests during elections, and representatives are
elected because of their relation to these interests. In between election
cycles, parties and their representatives serve as conveyor belts between
society’s demands and public institutions.
A party requires programmatic coherence to ensure candidacies are
identiﬁable with its proposals (Roberts 2014a). As the literature has
noted, ideological consistency enables the creation of a party label, helps
stabilize public preferences, and facilitates institutionalization of a party
system (Lupu 2014). On the other hand, if it is to fulﬁll its role of linking
its representatives with society from one election to another, a party
requires nationwide organizational robustness.
A Programmatic Vehicle?
Does Fujimorismo have an ideological core? And if so, does it differ from
the other options on the Peruvian political market? To address these
questions, we draw on two types of sources. First, we conducted twenty
interviews with Fujimorista cadres and activists, asking what they consider the programmatic heart of the party. Second, we reviewed opinion
polls to discern the programmatic characteristics that FP voters ascribe to
its candidates. We ﬁnd, ﬁrst, that there is no common program. Second,
we ﬁnd that there is a disparity between the ideological confusion/dispersion of party cadres and how voters perceive Fujimorismo.
Across our interviews with Fujimorista cadres, we posed the same
question: can you name the party’s three programmatic priorities? The
interviewees cited very different themes, highlighting a lack of programmatic unity within the party. Indeed, several respondents, including the
party’s general secretary, refer to Fujimorismo as a pragmatic more
than a programmatic force. Table 12.3 outlines their responses.
Despite this heterogeneity, one can glimpse a common belief in safeguarding the free market model introduced in 1993, skewed toward
assisting small businesses. “Popular capitalism” also emerged in some
responses.
While many analysts have referred to mano dura (ﬁrm hand) politics as
something distinctively Fujimorista (Meléndez 2014), somewhat surprisingly, no cadres mentioned this approach, nor did they allude to drastic
public security plans with such connotations. This reveals a gap between
what voters look for and what the party offers, creating problems of
representation. Indeed, during the last election, the public cited (lack of)
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ta bl e 1 2. 3 Perceived programmatic attributes of Fujimorismo
Attribute
Alberto Fujimori
Public services for the most vulnerable
Pragmatic governmental style
Economic policies for business and the vulnerable
Balance between state authority and individual
liberty
Sense of urgency
Multi-class party
Others

Percentage of mentions in
interviews
55.6
55.6
27.8
27.8
5.6
5.6
5.6
22.2

Source: Personal interviews compiled by authors.

public safety (70 percent) and corruption (49 percent) as Peru’s most
serious problems.33 And the capacity to tackle precisely these two problems were among the attributes voters valued most about Keiko Fujimori’s
candidacy (Figure 12.1). However, the interviews show that these are not
programmatic priorities for the FP.
A concrete sign of programmatic weakness – and of a purely strategic
motivation – is Fujimorismo’s adoption of the conservative agenda
pushed by evangelical churches. One year before the 2016 presidential
election, Keiko Fujimori sought to cast herself as liberal on various “social
issues.” At a Harvard University event, the candidate expressed her
approval of civil union (“as far as it refers to respecting the patrimonial
rights of couples”) and therapeutic abortion (“to save the life of
women”).34 Moreover, the FP’s 2016 party platform stated its commitment “to each and every one of the social programs and public entities . . .
with a life-cycle approach [and] a gender-based approach [as well as] the
Concerted Development Plans of the districts participating in the SDG
clusters” (Fuerza Popular 2016, 25).35 However, as the election campaign
progressed and resources and activists became more important, the FP
33

Ipsos Opinión Data, January 2016. www.ipsos.com/sites/default/ﬁles/publication/201601/Opinion%20Data%20Enero%202016.pdf (last accessed June 5, 2020).
34
“Keiko en Harvard” (La República, October 1, 2015). https://larepublica.pe/politica/88
5593-keiko-en-harvard/ (last accessed June 5, 2020).
35
Our emphasis.
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figure 12.1 Perceived characteristics attributed to Keiko Fujimori
Source: Ipsos Opinión Data.

resurrected its alliance with the Catholic and several evangelical churches,
reversing its liberal positions and avowing opposition to abortion and
civil union for homosexuals – a stance it consolidated through an agreement with evangelical leaders.36 After the FP won its majority, the sway of
these religious interests grew increasingly powerful. Indeed, a group of
evangelical legislators within the party became known among peers as
Agua Viva, after a local evangelical church (De Belaunde 2019). One
member said that they had been effective in blocking the government’s
gender-related initiatives, with party backing.37 Thus, important publicpolicy measures from the Fujimorista benches stem not from the leader’s
convictions or programmatic guidelines, but from pragmatic short-term
alliances forged in the heat of the campaign. The Fujimorista leadership is
clearly aware of the diversity of interests within the party and the legislature. Thus, as José Chlimper has observed, the party cannot subscribe to
a strict set of ideals lest this limit its ﬂexibility and create a bottleneck.
“Keiko y la polémica por el apoyo del pastor Alberto Santana” (El Comercio, May 6,
2016). https://elcomercio.pe/politica/elecciones/keiko-polemica-apoyo-pastor-albertosantana-395652-noticia/ (last accessed June 5, 2020).
37
Interview with congressman Juan Carlos Gonzáles, April 2018.
36
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The FP’s programmatic elasticity is also evident in the quantity and
content of the bills presented by Fujimorista legislators and approved by
Congress. Over the 2016–21 legislative period, the FP held
a parliamentary majority, the presidency of Congress for three years
running,38 and the chairs of most congressional committees, so one
might assume that the laws passed reﬂect their programmatic priorities.
By September 2019, Fujimorismo had presented 1,819 bills, 405 of which
were approved. However, less than thirty are directly related to measures
included in the FP’s platform. That is, reality overtook Keiko Fujimori’s
assertions that a commanding parliamentary presence would let her party
implement its platform directly, bypassing the executive.39 Indeed, the
evidence suggests that FP legislators prioritized their own interests over
those of the party. Similar initiatives presented by different Congress
members from the Fujimorista grouping, as well as bills shaped by shorttermism or personal interests, indicate a lack of coordination. Moreover,
in some cases, implementing proposals from the party platform induced
congressional resignations, suggesting contradictory and competing
interests.40
This programmatic weakness extends to the subnational level. In the
three regions where Fujimorismo governed between 2014 and 2018, the
picture is similar to the national one; rather than imposing
a programmatic agenda upon her candidates, Keiko Fujimori gave them
freedom to prioritize their own ideas and discretion to hire whomever they
felt appropriate. Indeed, one candidate openly distanced himself from the
FP, leveraging his invitee status.41 The candidates who triumphed did so
because of their personal capital and, especially, the boost they received
from the presence of Keiko Fujimori at some of their public appearances.
38

In 2019, Pedro Olaechea was elected president of Congress. Although Olaechea was not
an FP representative, his afﬁnity for Fujimorismo has been notable; indeed it was votes
from the party that secured his victory.
39
“Keiko: “Convertiremos propuestas del plan de gobierno en leyes” (El Comercio, July 28,
2016). https://elcomercio.pe/politica/actualidad/keiko-convertiremos-propuestas-plangobierno-leyes-397999-noticia/ (last accessed June 5, 2020).
40
In 2016, Fujimorista legislator Yeny Vilcatoma presented a bill for the creation of an
independent Ofﬁce of Attorney General, detached from the executive. As Caballero
(2019) shows, this proposal was unveiled as a priority measure in the party platform,
but was not supported by her colleagues. The ensuing clash led to a disciplinary process
and, ultimately, Vilcatoma’s resignation.
41
“Entrevista exclusiva con el candidato al Gobierno Regional Teódulo Quispe H” (Radio
Cumbre, October 22, 2014). www.radiocumbre.com.pe/nacional/10/2014/entrevistaexclusiva-con-el-candidato-al-gobierno-regional-teodulo-quispe-huertas (last accessed
June 5, 2020).
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Fujimorismo was not marked apart by any ideological elements in the
regions where it was victorious.42 Thus, in the case of the subnational
candidates, we ﬁnd no evidence of consistent programmatic alignment
with the party; rather, there is a disconnect between their ideological selfperception and how voters perceive them. And, at this level, successful
Fujimorista candidates do not follow common party lines. Under these
conditions, it is no surprise that the dispute behind the party’s split was
wholly personal, between two caudillo heirs disputing the throne, and
devoid of programmatic content.
The Party Organization
In this section, we study the “material” consistency of Fujimorista organization. According to Cyr (2017), stable organizational resources comprise party activists, staff, and ofﬁces throughout the country. To what
extent has the FP developed an organization that penetrates Peruvian
society and territory? How organized is the party?
In the 2016 legislative elections, the FP obtained at least one legislator
in each of Peru’s electoral constituencies. This success might point to an
extensive party organization that allows for nationalization of the party.
To assess whether this is the case, we base our analysis on three dimensions: the structure of party venues in the country, comparing those that
the party has formally registered with those actually used; subnational
election results; and activists.
As with all Peruvian parties, there is a gulf between the FP’s territorial
reach on paper, and in reality. The party has seventy-seven provincial
committees registered with the National Elections Board, in twenty-one of
the country’s twenty-ﬁve regions. However, the vast majority of these are
either inactive or engaged in activities unrelated to politics. After visiting
FP committees in seven regions, we found that just three were operational.
The party branch ofﬁces, in most cases, host activities related to anything
but the party.
Second, party reach should be measured not only in terms of legislative
elections but subnational elections as well (Vergara 2011). How has the FP
performed at the subnational levels? And is this performance connected, or
not, with that recorded at presidential or legislative levels? Table 12.4

42

This section and its focus on the subnational level are based on Vergara and Augusto
(2020).
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table 12.4 Average intention to vote (percentage) for Fujimorismo by level
of government, 2010–2018
Elections

Presidential

Legislative

Regional

Provincial

District

2010
2011
2014
2016
2018

23.6
39.9
-

23.0
36.3
-

8.1
9.8
4.5

9.0
9.7
7.5

11.5
12.3
12.1

Source: Compiled by the author based on INFOGOB and ONPE data. Electoral alliances are
not taken into account.

presents the average vote received by the FP in every election, showing the
gap between the national and subnational levels. A good place to start is
with the regions where the FP gained more than half of the vote during the
2011 and 2016 presidential elections. In 2011, it reached these heights in La
Libertad, Piura, and Tumbes. Of the 185 available ofﬁces in these regions,
the FP ran for seventy-four in 2010, securing three – one in each region. In
2016, the FP took more than 50 percent of the vote in Tumbes, Piura, and
Madre de Dios, but in the 2014 subnational elections, it did not win any of
the 106 elected posts available in these regions. Thus, there is no concordance between the high percentages the FP obtains in certain regions during
national legislative and presidential elections, and what it achieves in these
same regions in subnational contests. The difference in 2014 is particularly
stark, suggesting that the electoral fortunes of the FP, as a personalistic
party, owe more to the national campaign of a particular candidate than to
territorial penetration.
This can be seen nationwide on an aggregate basis. In 2014, the FP took
three of the twenty-ﬁve regional presidencies, four out of 195 provincial
mayoralties, and seventy-ﬁve out of 1,647 district mayoralties. Of the 1,867
elected posts available, the FP only won eighty-two: 5 percent of the total,
though the party did not run candidates everywhere. In the 2018 elections,
the proportion dropped further. The party did not win any governorship,
gained just three provincial mayoralties, and secured forty-six district mayoralties. Its share at the provincial level also fell (Figure 12.2).
Alberto Fujimori’s administration deployed multiple social programs
to establish clientelistic linkages with different sectors of society, with
local organizers and beneﬁciaries forming the basis of an effective
Fujimorista network. According to some studies of contemporary
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figure 12.2 Fujimorista candidates and electoral success, 2010–2018
Source: Compiled by the author based on INFOGOB. Electoral alliances are not
taken into account.

Fujimorismo, the survival of these networks has assured the FP of social
penetration and an activist network that distinguish it from other
Peruvian electoral vehicles. However, during our ﬁeldwork in the
regions of Ica, San Martín, and Lima, which included interviews and
meetings with local Fujimorista groups, we found diffuse activists more
than articulated networks. Indeed, all of our interviewees refute the
suggestion that the FP is founded on networks from the 1990s. If they
did exist, insists Úrsula Letona, head of the FP’s 2016 party platform,
they were displaced by groups set up by Keiko Fujimori. In addition,
when we accompanied Fujimorista legislators to their constituencies, we
found that they meet much more with civic organizations than with
local Fujimorista groups.
During election campaigns, Fujimorismo does manage to mobilize its
activists. However, they play a utilitarian role, performing logistical tasks
such as distributing posters, painting murals, or kitting out properties to
serve as campaign bases. This work is voluntary and is conditioned by
support of Keiko Fujimori and afﬁnity with local candidates. In the three
regions where Fujimorismo won regional governorships in 2014, we
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detected some degree of party penetration during the campaign. Again, this is
linked to the presence of Keiko Fujimori. In 2013, the presidential candidate
traveled to Pasco and San Martín, opening party venues and announcing
local candidates. This buoyed the local activists tasked with coordinating her
visits.
By the time of the 2018 campaign, the FP’s limited organization had
vanished. Some candidates attribute this to the accusations surrounding
the party, including the leader and her inner circle, limiting the FP’s
appeal. In early 2018, various cadres predicted that activists would support other parties. Indeed, one coordinator conceded that activists scattered after calculating that backing a different group would be more
advantageous.43 Thus, the few visits that Keiko Fujimori made went
unnoticed and, in reality, were a liability for candidates.
If vertical interest aggregation is one of the key functions of a political
party in a democracy, Fujimorismo has failed; the two prerequisite dimensions – programmatic coherence and nationwide party organization – are
not sufﬁciently established. Thus, since the FP only fulﬁlls the function of
horizontal coordination to a limited degree and does not fulﬁll the function of vertical aggregation at all, it might be described as a loose coalition
without territorial penetration.
Fujimorismo in Reality
Notwithstanding the weaknesses in the horizontal and vertical dimensions of representation, Fujimorismo has played an important role in
Peruvian politics over the last decade. Considering its limited horizontal
and vertical assets, to what extent does Fujimorismo actually exist? One
must recall the current volatility of Peruvian politics, whose long-standing
cast succumbed between 2017 and 2019 to the Odebrecht scandal.
However, many of those implicated had been rejected decisively at the
polls. In 2016, former presidents Alan García and Toledo obtained a mere
5 percent and 2 percent of the vote, respectively, and former president
Humala’s nationalist party did not even ﬁeld a presidential candidate.
Susana Villarán, who had been elected Lima’s mayor in 2010, lost her
reelection in 2014, ﬁnishing third. Kuczynski surrendered the presidency
in the face of impeachment. Thus, consigned to irrelevance, the Odebrecht
scandal only served to ratify the exclusion of these once-major players.

43

Interview with Obed Bernuy, September 2018.
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More than eliminating them from the running, Odebrecht showed that
they deserved to be out of the race.
Keiko Fujimori’s case is different. She was sentenced to three years of
pretrial detention – her main advisors were likewise imprisoned – for her
part in the scandal, leaving the FP headless, but she was not an electoral
irrelevance. In November 2019, she was released by the Constitutional
Court; proceedings were still ongoing at time of writing. The interviewees
concur that Keiko Fujimori was contemporary Fujimorismo’s foremost
asset. Young, dedicated, and industrious, she succeeded in organizing
a weak coalition. In a partyless polity such as Peru’s, this organization,
however minimal, was an advantage. As we have seen, Keiko Fujimori as
a passable presidential candidate was Fujimorismo’s primary means of
horizontal collaboration.
The Odebrecht case marks an important shift for Fujimorismo. Today,
just 10 percent of the population back Keiko Fujimori,44 while 75 percent
consider her investigation justiﬁed.45 Meanwhile, 81 percent disapprove
of the performance of the Fujimorista parliamentary group,46 and 76 percent disapprove of the FP-dominated Congress.47 Our exploration of
Fujimorismo at the subnational level shows that Keiko Fujimori’s
unpopularity by late 2018 was such that candidates did not want her to
campaign in their jurisdictions, lest she tarnish them by association.48
Between 2006 and 2016, Fujimorismo had the same major asset as any
party in a system of personalistic vehicles: an effective leader. The great
unknown is whether she will be able to reestablish these personalistic links
despite her imprisonment and proximity to corruption. However, another
key feature of the FP is its amenability to various special interests whose
ﬁnancial contributions during electoral periods bought them prominence
within the party. Given that Keiko Fujimori was the favorite to win the
presidency in 2011 and 2016, many actors seeking to advance their own
interests gravitated toward the FP. These interests, which can be legal,
informal, or even unlawful, have been crucial to ﬁnancing the party and its

44

Ipsos Opinión Data, August 20, 2019. www.ipsos.com/sites/default/ﬁles/ct/news/docu
ments/2019-08/opinion_data_agosto_2019_0.pdf (last accessed June 5, 2020).
45
Ipsos Opinión Data, July 23, 2019. www.ipsos.com/sites/default/ﬁles/ct/news/documents/
2019-07/opinion_data_julio_2019_0.pdf (last accessed June 5, 2020).
46
Ipsos Opinión Data, January 22, 2019. www.ipsos.com/sites/default/ﬁles/ct/news/docu
ments/2019-01/opinion_data_enero_2019.pdf (last accessed June 5, 2020).
47
Ipsos Opinión Data, August 20, 2019. www.ipsos.com/sites/default/ﬁles/ct/news/docu
ments/2019-08/opinion_data_agosto_2019_0.pdf (last accessed June 5, 2020)
48
Interview with campaign manager, October 2018.
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presidential candidate at election time. The party is currently under investigation for money laundering through so-called “phantom donors,”49
and the Attorney General has found that double accounting was practiced. Without party funds of its own, all contributions are welcome. In
the words of one interviewee, “the only thing that parties do is take the
money, cover their eyes and believe that those supporting you [sic] are
ﬁrst-rate.”50
Among those ﬁnanciers representing legal interests, the sectors most cited
by the interviewees are private university education and transportation. In the
former case, the aim is purportedly to block or stall the Ministry of Education
from proceeding with the regulation of poor-quality private universities.51 In
the case of transportation, the FP’s general secretary admitted that the party
has a pair of legislators who only take part in the congressional transport
committee, shunning other areas of national political life. As noted earlier, the
evangelical churches have also contributed to the party, and in so doing have
captured the anti-secular education policy that Fujimorismo has advanced in
Congress.52 Moreover, as part of the investigations into money laundering in
FP’s campaign funding, the general manager of Credicorp (a ﬁnancial holding
company) admitted that the company had given almost U$S 4 million in cash
to Keiko Fujimori’s candidacy. Coincidentally, the FP ﬁercely opposed the
introduction of public information on food quality, measures with which
Alicorp – a subsidiary of Credicorp that controls 30 percent of the Peruvian
food industry – was also at odds.
As to informal interests, the interviewees single out proximity to
informal mining. During the 2016 presidential campaign, Keiko
Fujimori signed an agreement with sectorial actors in support of
repealing legislation that distinguishes informal from unlawful mining, regulates prohibitions on the latter, and makes provisions for the
formalization and registration of small-scale miners.53 It is well
known that informal interests seek to practice mining unencumbered
Ernesto Cabral y Aramís Castro, “Fiscalía: Fuerza Popular lavó US$ 1,2 millones con
“pitufeo,” remesas pendientes y aportes falsos” (Ojo Público, October 10, 2018). https://
ojo-publico.com/883/fuerza-popular-lavo-us12-millones-con-pitufeo-dinero-offshore-re
mesas-fantasmas-y-aportes-falsos (last accessed June 5, 2020).
50
Interview with Guido Lucioni, April 2018.
51
Interview with Marisa Glave, May 2018.
52
Interviews with Alberto de Belaunde and Juan Carlos Gonzáles, April 2018.
53
“Keiko Fujimori ﬁrma compromiso con mineros informales para captar votos”
(La República, April 29, 2016). https://larepublica.pe/politica/763857-keiko-fujimoriﬁrma-compromiso-con-mineros-informales-para-captar-votos-video/ (last accessed
June 5, 2020).
49
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by regulations designed to protect Amazonia. Along similar lines,
some highlight the approval of “infrastructure development” projects
that involve the construction of roads and highways to facilitate
unlawful activities.54 One case that illustrates these connections is
that of Modesto Figueroa, subjected to money laundering allegations.
Figueroa is a congressional representative of Madre de Dios, a scene
of illegal mining whose ﬁrms have been linked to the unlawful sale
and transportation of fuel. In addition, one of his advisors is a former
prosecutor who was dismissed for beneﬁting interests under investigation in the region.55
A lack of institutionalization in the selection of candidates, coupled
with the prioritization of those able to fund their own campaigns, has
seen the FP embroiled in a series of scandals involving all manner of
complaints against legislators, exposing the extent to which informal
and illegal interests have inﬁltrated the party. Five lawmakers are
linked to money-laundering allegations, which also entail party ﬁnancing during election campaigns. The accusations extend across the
entire parliamentary group, including spokespersons. For instance,
Héctor Becerril, a former Congress member and the FP’s national
secretary of organization, is under investigation for links to organized
criminal gangs. Reﬂecting a prevailing view among the interviewees,
a cadre in charge of selection conceded that “some, a lot, may have
escaped us,”56 while one legislator asked of some of her fellow
Fujimorista representatives: “Where did we get them from? What
kind of casting has there been?”57
As to the illegal interests that have penetrated the FP and its
congressional grouping, many judicial and journalistic investigations
point to narco-trafﬁcking. Joaquín Ramírez, a former general secretary, was investigated for money laundering by the DEA; according to
media reports, he had connections with individuals and organizations

54

Interview with Marisa Glave, May 2018.
“Informe: Las transacciones sospechosas de Modesto Figueroa” (El Comercio, July 20,
2017). https://elcomercio.pe/politica/transacciones-sospechosas-modesto-ﬁgueroainforme-443663-noticia/ (last accessed June 5, 2020); “Congresista fujimorista Modesto
Figueroa contrató como asesor a exﬁscal destituido” (Radio Programas del Perú, April 22,
2018). https://rpp.pe/politica/congreso/ﬁgueroa-contrato-como-asesor-a-exﬁscaldestituido-por-irregularidades-en-caso-de-mineria-ilegal-noticia-1118225 (last accessed
June 5, 2020).
56
Interview with José Chlimper, January 2018.
57
Interview with Úrsula Letona, January 2018.
55
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involved in the illegal drug trade.58 Despite the allegations, Ramírez’s
brother was elected to Congress to represent the region of Cajamarca.
More recently, another congressman, Edwin Vergara, was found to be
in a business partnership with a drug trafﬁcker.59 And even Kenji
Fujimori is under investigation, after several kilograms of cocaine
were found on a site owned by a company in which he is a partner.
Another Fujimorista, a spokesperson, has also been implicated in this
haul.60
Legal, informal, and unlawful interests “buy” places on Fujimorismo’s
congressional lists, and then steer the party’s behavior in the legislature.61
The legislators put in place by these varied actors deploy strategies to
frustrate government initiatives, or propose their own to further their special
interests. Examples include deliberate absences to prevent a quorum, lastminute telephone calls before votes, shelving of initiatives and freezing of
bills. In a context in which the decision-making bodies largely set the agenda,
and the majority party also commands a majority on congressional commissions and the Bureau, it is relatively easy for the FP to thwart, shelve or hasten
speciﬁc projects – sparking complaints from other parties.62
Over the decade during which the FP consolidated itself, its main assets
were an effective presidential candidate, sizable congressional groupings for
two consecutive terms (2011 and 2016), and linkages with special interests,
oftentimes informal and unlawful, that ﬁnanced and shaped the party’s
legislative agenda. However, the second and third of these assets is dependent
on the ﬁrst. Indeed, the party’s prospects of survival hinge on restoring Keiko
Fujimori’s reputation in the eyes of the electorate. Fujimorismo is a loose
coalition, bound by a popular candidate who has acted as a powerful magnet
in a political system populated by free agents. As a result, the FP has offset its
horizontal and vertical shortcomings.
“Papeles de la DEA revelan que Joaquín Ramírez era investigado desde el 2012” (Ojo
Público, June 3, 2016). https://ojo-publico.com/241/los-papeles-de-la-dea (last accessed
June 5, 2020).
59
“Edwin Vergara constituyó empresa con narcotráﬁco que cayó con 800 kilos de cocaína”
(Radio Programas del Perú, April 7, 2018). https://rpp.pe/politica/congreso/edwin-vergaraconstituyo-empresa-con-narcotraﬁcante-que-cayo-con-800-kilos-de-cocaina-noticia-111511
6 (last accessed June 5, 2020).
60
Correo, April 2018.
61
Paulo Vilca, “¿Quiénes (y por qué) llegan al Congreso?” (El Comercio, May 10, 2018).
https://elcomercio.pe/opinion/colaboradores/quienes-llegan-congreso-paulo-vilca-noticia
-518883-noticia/ (last accessed June 2, 2020).
62
For instance, the Ethics Committee has shelved more than ten complaints against
Fujimorista legislators. In September 2019, for the second time, ﬁve members resigned
from the committee, criticizing its composition and its misuse by the majority party.
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parties and democracy: beyond horizontal
and vertical capacities
Returning to the framework of Luna et al., could Fujimorismo give rise to
democratic representation? That is, if, over time, the FP succeeded in
coordinating ambitious politicians and preventing their abandonment
(horizontal aggregation); and if it institutionalized its links with the special interests that ﬁnance its campaigns (vertical interest aggregation),
would it be providing representation beﬁtting of a democratic system?
Parties are considered fundamental to democracy because in modern
and representative polities, they channel citizens’ demands – expressed
through elections – and apply the idea of self-governance through representatives (Aldrich 1995; Mainwaring, Bejarano, and Pizarro 2006;
Schattschneider 1942; Stokes 1999). But this function is distorted when
parties neglect electoral outcomes or voters’ preferences in favor of their
campaign ﬁnanciers. The FP’s legislative agenda has owed more to these
special interests than to its party platform. The party has served as
a federation of special interests seeking to curb state regulation of their
activities and to sponsor initiatives that further them, and not as
a guarantor of democratic representation or institutions.
This tendency is consistent with the FP’s repeated contravention of Peru’s
democracy and rule of law. In the terms of Javier Corrales (2015), we argue
that the FP’s congressional activities conform to “autocratic legalism.” From
2016 to 2019, the majority-Fujimorista Congress weakened the Contralor
General’s (Comptroller General) ability to investigate Congress;63 threatened
the free functioning of the Attorney General, which had been investigating
alleged acts of corruption, through a constitutional complaint against the lead
prosecutor;64 attempted to take control of the Constitutional Court;65 sought
to alter electoral competition rules to prevent the admission of new political
proposals; tried to make major constitutional changes by amending the
Regulations of Congress; reduced the investigative powers of the unit that
oversees ﬁnancial crimes; and endangered the press through a bill aimed at
“El Congreso es el único ente público que elige a su contralor” (La República, March 30,
2018). https://larepublica.pe/politica/1219511-el-congreso-es-el-unico-ente-publico-queelige-a-su-contralor/ (last accessed June 5, 2020).
64
“Fiscal Salas: Tendrán que destituir a todos para evitar pesquisas” (La República,
November 15, 2017). https://larepublica.pe/politica/1146242-ﬁscal-salas-tendran-quedestituir-a-todos-para-evitar-pesquisas/ (last accessed June 5, 2020).
65
“Caso TC: fujimorismo aprueba recomendar la destitución y suspensión de magistrados”
(La República, December 14, 2017). https://larepublica.pe/politica/1157954-fujimorismo
-aprueban-destituir-y-suspender-a-magistrados-del-tc/ (last accessed June 5, 2020).
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regulating state publicity in the media, among many other acts. In sum, the FP
has actively undermined Peruvian liberal democracy in both its republican
dimensions (representation to assure the self-governance of the country) and
its liberal dimensions (checks and balances to impede accumulation of power).
One can imagine that if Fujimorismo had taken the executive as well as the
legislature, the consequences for Peruvian democracy would have been grave
indeed.
This compels us to qualify the near-automatic enthusiasm with
which political scientists greet political parties. That is, our evaluations must question the extent to which they are performing their
duties of democratic representation. Around the world, parties have
often been agents of stability but not necessarily of democratization
(Brownlee 2007; Huntington 1968). Elsewhere in Latin America,
Mexico’s Partido Revolucionario Institucional (Institutional
Revolutionary Party, PRI) was for decades a perfect example of
a party machine that represented and stabilized the country without
strengthening democracy. More recently, the Movimiento al
Socialismo (Movement Toward Socialism, MAS) in Bolivia, Partido
Socialista Unido de Venezuela (United Socialist Party of Venezuela,
PSUV) in Venezuela, Alianza PAIS (PAIS Alliance, AP) in Ecuador
(Conaghan this volume) and the Colorado Party in Paraguay (Abente
Brun this volume) offer proof that parties can be antidemocratic
agents. Fujimorismo is but another case of a party that is, in fact,
a threat to democracy.

conclusions
In this chapter, we have studied the FP as a stable actor in Peruvian politics.
Aided by the concepts of horizontal coordination and vertical interest
aggregation, we have seen that the party has had moderate success in
keeping politicians under its roof and in coordinating strategies with
them; but that, on the other hand, it lacks programmatic and organizational
linkages conducive to a stable relationship with the population. In sum,
Fujimorismo is a weak electoral coalition composed of politics devoid of
major societal connections. Rather than being representatives of the nation,
Fujimorista legislators resemble facilitators of special interests.66
66

Eduardo Dargent, “Fujimorismo y Crisis de la justicia” (La República, July 20, 2018).
https://larepublica.pe/politica/1282413-fujimorismo-crisis-justicia/ (last accessed June 2,
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This leads us to two general conclusions. First, the FP is, essentially,
just another Peruvian personalistic electoral vehicle in which congressional and subnational candidacies are offered to the highest bidder, to
the neglect of established organizational or ideological relationships.
And in common with the other players, the capacity to recruit good
candidates reﬂects the electoral prospects of the party leader. So long
as Keiko Fujimori’s prospects of winning a presidential election were
robust, the FP was a prized destination for political candidates. But once
the leader was weakened, politicians had less of an incentive to select the
FP as their vehicle of choice. When Keiko Fujimori seemed unlikely to
win the presidency, the FP looked even more like Peru’s other political
vehicles.
It is important, therefore, to highlight the fact that, beyond the FP
itself, the Peruvian political system dos not seem conducive to party
building. Several critical variables have been identiﬁed as explanations for why “Peru may be the most extreme case of party collapse
in Latin America” (Levitsky and Zavaleta 2016, 412). One perspective points to society: the increase in the size of the informal sector
since the 1990s diluted the linkages between workers and parties
(Cameron 1994; Martuccelli 2015). A more historical explanation
suggests that the authoritarian regimes of Velasco Alvarado (1968–
75) and Alberto Fujimori (1990–2000) defeated regional elites who
used to compose the leadership of the country’s main political parties (Vergara 2014). Several researchers also have pointed to the
damaging legacies resulting from the campaign against the Shining
Path (1980–94) (Soifer and Vergara 2019). On the political side, the
fact that neoliberal reforms were introduced by an outsider who
campaigned against the political establishment helped to disorganize
the party system (Roberts 2014a). Finally, Levitsky and Zavaleta
(2016) offer a path-dependent argument that, since the 1990s,
Peruvian politicians have learned to play by the informal rules of
a “democracy without parties” and, thus, lack any incentive to
modify a game they have now mastered.
The second conclusion concerns the ultimate aim of this chapter: to
observe the potential disconnect between the implicitly positive connotation of the term “party” when it is afﬁxed to an electoral vehicle, and the
actual political activity of that vehicle, which does nothing to provide
democratic representation. In the case of Fujimorismo, its most important
linkages have not been with speciﬁc social classes, organizations, or
unions, but with campaign contributors, many of whom represent
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informal and unlawful interests and all of whom wish to see direct
representatives of their interests in power. This is not liberal democratic
representation. If Fujimorismo succeeds as a party, it will be the latest to
fulﬁll the two functions theorized by Luna et al. at the expense of
democracy.

